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1. Introduction

Single-photon sensitivity in the visible and near-infrared
(NIR) ranges is required in many different applications,
including single-molecule imaging [1], fluorescence life-
time imaging [2], fluorescent decays and luminescence in
physics, chemistry, and biology [3], time-resolved spec-
troscopy [4], optical fiber characterization [5], quantum
cryptography [6], quantum mechanics [7], astronomy [8],
non-invasive testing of very-large-scale integrated circuits
[9], and characterization of non-classical light sources
such as single-photon generators [10]. In order to detect
extremely faint signals, some single-photon detectors
have been developed, such as photomultiplier tubes,
microchannel plates, hybrid photo-detectors, supercon-
ducting single-photon detectors, single-photon avalanche
diodes (SPADs), and silicon photomultipliers.

Semiconductor devices are strongly preferred for
practical reasons: they require a relatively low bias volt-
age (typically 15–70 V), can be operated with no cool-
ing, are insensitive to external magnetic fields, have
miniature size, and are rugged, reliable and easy-to-use.
SPADs are solid-state devices with single-photon sensi-
tivity, able to provide a ‘digital’ output, unlike avalanche
photodiodes, and with no readout noise, unlike charge-
coupled devices. Silicon SPAD detectors are silicon p–n
junctions, reverse-biased above the breakdown voltage in

order to exploit the fast and intense avalanche build-up
triggered by the absorption of a single optical photon.
SPADs can be produced either in custom technology,
aimed at optimizing detection performance through the
custom tailoring of dopant concentrations and diffusion
depth [11], or in standard complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS) processes together with digital
and analog circuitries, making them suitable for large
detector arrays with on-chip image pre-processing.

Many applications demand large area single-photon
detectors, for instance to simplify the setup alignment in
single-molecule spectroscopy and microscopy [12], or to
use them in quantum photometer for large telescopes
[13], in application in space missions [14], and in photon
starving applications, such as time-resolved diffuse spec-
troscopy [15], where a very large collection area is a
must. Therefore, the aim of this work was to develop
new SPADs in CMOS technology with large active area
diameter up to 500 μm.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses
on the structure of the SPADs we have developed in a
high-voltage standard CMOS 0.35 μm technology,
integrated together with the quenching and active reset
electronics. Section 3 describes the main parameters of
SPADs, i.e. breakdown voltage, electric field uniformity,
photon detection efficiency (PDE), dark counting rate
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(DCR), afterpulsing probability, timing response, and
crosstalk, and provides the complete SPAD characteriza-
tion at different diameters (from 10 μm to 500 μm).
Finally, Section 4 summarizes the results.

2. Large area CMOS SPAD with integrated
quenching circuit

SPADs are essentially p–n junctions biased above the
breakdown voltage (VBD), in the so-called Geiger mode (in
analogy with the gas counters of ionizing radiation), that
require avalanche quenching and recharge mechanisms
[16]. The voltage above breakdown is commonly called
excess bias (VEX). Upon photon detection that triggers an
avalanche multiplication process through the SPAD
junction, the quenching circuitry stops the avalanche, thus
preventing too high current flow and power dissipation,
and keeps it quenched for a fixed hold-off time (Thold-off)
in order to release trapped charges, thus avoiding the trig-
gering of spurious avalanches (the so-called afterpulsing
issue). Finally, the recharge circuitry brings the SPAD
back to operation for the next detection cycle, by raising
the bias voltage again above breakdown [17].

The exploitation of a custom technology gives the
opportunity to tailor dopants concentration and diffusions
width for optimizing SPAD performance [1]. On the
other hand, very scaled CMOS technologies make it
possible to develop very dense arrays of SPADs with in-
pixel pre-processing electronics [18–20]. We developed
SPADs in a 0.35 μm high-voltage technology with high
level of cleanness and controlled substrate to reduce the
number of defects that could deteriorate SPAD perfor-
mance. Such a not-scaled technology node is a good
compromise to achieve not just large arrays of smart
pixels but also high performing SPADs.

Figure 1 represents the SPAD cross-section and a
simplified representation of the electric field across the
device. The p+ diffusion and the n-enrichment define the
active absorption and avalanche region; the p-guard ring

avoids premature breakdown. The bias voltage of the
p-substrate influences the width of the neutral region in
the HV-nwell, hence the timing performance of the
detector. A thin passivation layer and an antireflection
coating for the near-UV enhance the efficiency at wave-
lengths shorter than 500 nm. SPADs with different diam-
eters (10 μm, 20 μm, 30 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm, 200 μm,
and 500 μm) have been designed, fabricated, and charac-
terized. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
CMOS SPADs with 500 μm active area diameter ever
reported in the literature.

A mixed passive-active quenching circuit has been
integrated close to the detector. This kind of quenching
circuit gathers the advantages of the passive quenching
with those of the active quenching circuit. In fact, a tran-
sistor acting as passive quenching resistor fast quenches
the avalanche with consequent reduction of the number
of carriers that cross the device, and an active circuit
completes the quenching, also assuring a fixed duration
of the hold-off time and fast quench and reset transient.
The quenching circuit is connected to the anode,
because, compared to the cathode, it shows lower para-
sitic capacitance, thus resulting in faster avalanche
quenching and better photon timing resolution. The
cathode is biased at VC =VBD+VEX (VBD≈ 25 V, VEX ≈
2–6 V, VC≈ 30 V), the anode, connected to the circuit,
varies from VA = 0 V (SPAD ready to detect photons)
and VA= VEX (SPAD quenched). Since the substrate is in
common with the CMOS electronics, it must be biased
at Vbulk= 0 V, therefore the cathode–substrate junction is
strongly reverse biased (Vrev≈ 30 V). The quenching and
active reset circuit is described in [21] and a simplified
schematic is shown in Figure 2. This circuit aims at
speeding up the sensing of detector ignition and at
promptly quenching the avalanche current build-up in
order to reduce charge trapping causing afterpulsing. The
transistor MS is a variable-impedance sensing load, MR

is the reset transistor, RHOLD is a variable resistance,
whose value can be adjusted with an external voltage to

Figure 1. Cross-section of the SPAD developed in 0.35 μm high-voltage CMOS technology and the simplified electric field along
the center of the device. The p+ and n-enrichment define the absorption and avalanche regions. (The colour version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)



modify the hold-off duration. Different circuits with
properly sized transistors have been designed for each
SPAD active area, in order to properly drive the different
parasitic capacitances. Suitable CAD tools able to predict
the electrical behavior of the ensemble of SPAD with
integrated quenching circuit have been used [22].

3. SPAD characterization

This section provides a complete characterization of the
SPADs considering all parameters that must be taken
into account for high performing SPAD detectors. The
excess bias voltage above breakdown (VEX) heavily
influences the performance of the SPAD, above all its
photon detection efficiency (PDE), dark counting rate
(DCR), i.e. the internal noise measured as the rate of
spurious pulses due to carriers generated either thermally
or by tunneling, time jitter (or photon-timing resolution)
in acquiring the photon arrival time. Other parameters
like afterpulsing probability, uniformity within the active
area and crosstalk among adjacent SPADs play an impor-
tant role in some applications. This section describes in
detail all these parameters, the techniques used to
measure them and the results we have obtained.

3.1. Breakdown voltage (VBD)

Since it is important to quote all performances at the
same VEX, as a first characterization we measured the
breakdown voltage of our SPADs as a function of
temperature.

In order to measure VBD, it is necessary to reverse
bias the SPAD and to trace the linear mode current–volt-
age (I-V) characteristics. When the SPAD is illuminated
it is possible to clearly measure the ‘on’ avalanche

current branch; instead when the SPAD is kept in dark it
is important to check the presence of a faint flickering
due to the toggling of the current between the ‘on’
(avalanche ignited) and the ‘off’ (device in quiescence,
with no current flow) branches above breakdown [16].
The breakdown voltage VBD is defined as the voltage
corresponding to the intersection between the ‘on’ I-V
characteristic photocurrent above breakdown and the
‘off’ (dark current) I-V characteristic below breakdown.
This concept is clearly shown in [16] (Figure 1) and [17]
(Figure 2), which show the ideal SPAD I-V curve, the
typical I-V curve measured with an analog I-V tracer,
and the extracted VBD. Compared to SPADs developed
with custom processes, CMOS SPADs have typically
lower VBD, of just few tens of volts, or even lower in
more scaled technologies (because of the higher dopant
concentrations). The VBD has a linear dependence with
temperature; in fact lattice vibrations become stronger
when temperature increases, thus augmenting the proba-
bility that carriers interact with the crystal before gaining
enough energy to cause impact ionization.

We acquired the current–voltage characteristic by
means of a programmable electrometer (model 617 by
Keithley Instruments Inc.). According to an extensive
experimental characterization, breakdown voltage
depends neither on the device under test nor on its diam-
eter. In fact, the breakdown voltage spread is lower than
50 mV among SPADs fabricated within the same produc-
tion run even with different diameters. Instead SPADs
fabricated in different production runs present breakdown
voltage variations up to 1 V, again independently of
SPAD diameter. The measured dependence of VBD on
temperature and the extrapolated linear fit are shown in
Figure 3; the temperature coefficient is 36.2 mV/°C,
therefore by varying the temperature from −50° C to

Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the integrated quenching circuit. CA includes all (anode-to-cathode, anode-to-ground) stray
capacitances.



+50° C, the breakdown voltage just slightly moves, from
23.5 V to 26.5 V, with a variation of ±6% compared to
room temperature (20° C with VBD = 25 V).

3.2. Active area uniformity

An important issue in SPAD fabrication is electric field
uniformity within the active region in order to guarantee
uniform sensitivity. Guard rings are commonly employed
to smooth the electric field at the edges and to avoid
premature lateral breakdown. Ideally, a uniform electric
field across the active area gives a carrier the same trig-
gering probability anywhere it is photo-generated. Hence,
the resulting photon detection efficiency should be con-
stant over the active area, while it should sharply drop
outside its periphery. Instead, edge effects and alignment
tolerances in the manufacturing process generate local-
ized electric field peaks at the periphery, while thin and
low doped bulk diffusions cause high series resistance,
which causes an almost self-quenching of the avalanche
process in the center of active area. In fact, as shown in
[23], the SPAD resistance in the center of the device is
higher than in the edges, and thus in large area SPADs
the avalanches ignited in the center could self-quench
before properly being detected by the front-end electron-
ics. These are indeed the most common causes of
non-uniformity in SPADs.

In order to estimate the uniformity of a SPAD, a
laser is focused into a diffraction limited spot within the
active area, by means of an objective; by scanning the
entire active area and counting the avalanches in each
position, a uniformity map of the SPAD response is
obtained. In this paper, we quantify the uniformity error
with the following equation:

eU ¼ Cmax � Cmin

�C
:100; (1)

i.e. the difference between maximum Cmax and minimum
Cmin counts measured within the active area, normalized
by the average counts of the whole active area. The
smaller the value, the better the uniformity within the
active area.

The uniformity of the electric field was tested by
focusing a 2 μm laser spot within the active area through
a 50× objective and then counting the photon ignition
rate. Figure 4 reports the typical uniformity map of a
small (20 μm diameter) and of a large (500 μm) SPAD.
The results highlight a good uniformity within the active
area, and no premature edge breakdown is visible. The
guard ring effectively reduces the electric field at
the SPAD edges, but also the effective radius by about
2.5 μm, i.e. the effective diameter is 5 μm smaller than
the drawn nominal one.

The central part of the 500 μm SPAD has a slightly
lower (detection) efficiency in respect to the peripheral
region. This phenomenon is perfectly explained by the
typical SPAD resistance map reported in [23], in which a
higher series resistance is present at device center com-
pared to its edges. That causes a partial self-quench of
avalanches ignited far away from the SPAD periphery,
where the cathode contact is located.

Eventually we computed also the uniformity error for
all SPADs, by means of (1), considering just the effec-
tive diameter, i.e. putting aside the peripheral region
influenced by the guard ring. For all SPADs such unifor-
mity error is better than 10%, as shown in Figure 5.

3.3. Photon detection efficiency (PDE)

Photon detection efficiency (PDE) is the ratio between
the number of avalanche pulses and the number of pho-
tons that reached the detector’s active area. PDE depends
on the two main processes involved in single-photon
detection: photon absorption and avalanche multiplica-
tion [16]. The absorption efficiency η is defined as the
ratio between absorbed photons and the whole number
of photons that cross the active area of the junction.
Therefore [16]:

g ¼ ð1� RÞ � e�aD � ð1� e�aW Þ; (2)

where R is the optical power reflection coefficient, α the
silicon absorption coefficient, D the depth at which the
depleted layer starts (i.e. the thickness of the top neutral
region), and W the depleted layer thickness. The power
loss, due to the reflection at the interface between air
and silicon, can be reduced by means of an antireflection
coating tailored for the desired optical wavelength. The
avalanche triggering probability is defined as the
probability of a pair of photogenerated carriers to trigger

Figure 3. Breakdown voltage vs. temperature: experimental
data (diamonds) and linear fitting (line). The same trend has
been measured for all the SPADs, independently from the
active area diameter. (The colour version of this figure is
included in the online version of the journal.)



a self-sustaining avalanche multiplication process; it can
be approximated as [24]:

PT ¼ 1� e�
Vex
VC ; (3)

where VC is a parameter dependent on depleted layer
thickness and on electron and hole ionization
coefficients. As can be seen, PDE strongly depends on
excess bias.

The optical set-up we used to measure the PDE at
different wavelengths is based on a broadband and stable
light source, a monochromator for the wavelength range
of interest (from near UV to near IR), optical filters, and
an integrating sphere to obtain a planar light beam to
shine onto the SPAD under test.

We measured the PDE of each SPAD at three
different excess bias voltages (2 V, 4 V, and 6 V) in the
300–1100 nm wavelength range, with 5 nm steps.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of PDE on photon
wavelength of a 50 μm and a 200 μm SPAD; all other
SPADs exhibit very similar PDE curves. The large

oscillations visible in Figure 6 are due to the SiO2 and
Si3N4 that cover the CMOS chips and strongly depend
on the incoming light’s angle. The peak PDE is about
55% at 450 nm, is still 20% at 300 nm, and is 5% at
850 nm, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 also highlights
that different excess biases cause strong PDE variations,
as expected from (2) and (3). With respect to other
CMOS and custom SPADs [1,18–20], the PDE is
enhanced in the near-UV, thanks to a thinner Si3N4

passivation layer, optimized for near-UV that covers the
whole chip.

SPADs from 10 μm to 200 μm diameter show a slight
increase in PDE at larger diameter, whereas the 500 μm
SPAD exhibits a PDE lower that the 200 μm one. Both
these facts can be explained considering the uniformity
measurements presented in the previous section: by
increasing the SPAD diameter, the guard ring effect of
reducing the effective active area becomes negligible,
whereas the 500 μm has a lower efficiency in the central
area, as already reported in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Detection uniformity of a 20 μm (a) and a 500 μm (b) SPAD, measured by scanning a light spot with 2 μm and 6 μm
steps, respectively. Note the drop in photon detection efficiency at the center of the large-area SPAD compared to its edges, as
discussed in the text. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)



3.4. Dark counting rate (DCR)

A SPAD’s noise is usually called dark count, i.e. an ava-
lanche ignition not due to a photon, though undistin-
guishable from the useful signal, that is triggered by
thermal generation (dominant at high temperature) or
tunneling (dominant below about −5 °C). DCR depends
on processing quality (mainly defects density), techno-
logical parameters (processes and doping doses), layout
(active area dimension and shape), and on external
operating conditions (excess bias and temperature).

The DCR is measured by keeping the SPAD in a
dark environment while counting the ignition rate. Since
the device is kept quenched for the hold-off time
duration after each ignition, the number of measured
ignition DCRmeas should be corrected in order to estimate
the real DCR, through the following equation:

DCR ¼ DCRmeas

1� DCRmeas � Thold�off
: (4)

The hold-off duration (Thold-off) has been kept long
enough to result in negligible afterpulsing. According to
the dependence of afterpulsing probability on hold-off
described in the next subsection (see Figure 12), we
chose a 60 ns hold-off duration for small (10–50 μm
diameter) SPADs, but 150 ns for large (100–500 μm
diameter) SPADs.

The DCR has been measured for all SPADs at differ-
ent temperatures (from −50°C to +50°C), and at different
VEX (from 4 V to 6 V). The DCR for the 10 μm diameter
SPAD is as low as 1 cps at room temperature. The
50 μm SPAD, with about 100 cps DCR at room temper-
ature is comparable with the best-in-class custom SPADs
[11,25]. Also the 500 μm, with a DCR of 100,000 cps at
room temperature is suitable in many applications requir-
ing very large areas and no cooling. Note that DCR
values around 100 kcps have been reported in the last
few years, but for CMOS SPADs with just 18 μm or
smaller devices, instead of the present 500 μm ones.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of DCR on temperature
for all fabricated SPADs at 4 V and 6 V excess bias. The
smaller SPADs exhibit a change in the slope of the char-
acteristic at about 0°C, since for lower temperatures the
dominant effect in the DCR is tunneling generation and
no longer the thermal generation. Instead large SPADs
show a DCR always dominated by thermal generation in
the considered temperature range. A possible explanation
can be inferred from Figure 9, which shows the trend of
DCR when changing the SPAD diameter at room tem-
perature, at different excess bias. For small diameters
(<50 μm) DCR increases linearly with area (i.e. quadratic
with diameter), while for larger SPADs it is worst (i.e.
steeper) because the probability to have at least one
localized microplasma (i.e. an extended defect such as
metal precipitates, dislocations, etc.) inside the active

Figure 5. Detection uniformity error vs. SPAD effective
diameter, which is 5 μm shorter than the nominal one for all
the SPADs. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)

Figure 6. Photon detection efficiency vs. wavelength at 2 V,
4 V, and 6 V excess bias, for a 50 µm (a) and a 200 µm (b)
SPAD. The peak PDE is about 55% at 450 nm, and still 5% at
850 nm. (The colour version of this figure is included in the
online version of the journal.)



area increases. In Figure 8 it is possible to note that the
slope of DCR vs. temperature of largest SPADs differs
from the smallest SPADs. Probably microplasmas have
lower activation energies than normal defects, thus caus-
ing higher DCR, which masks thermal generation and
tunneling contributions.

Finally, we investigated the uniformity of DCR over
many SPADs, which is a signature of the reliability and
reproducibility of the fabrication process. To this aim,
we measured the DCR at room temperature of some
arrays of SPADs consisting of 2048 pixels with 30 μm
SPADs, and 512 pixels with 100 μm SPADs. The cumu-
lative distribution function shown in Figure 10 for the
two arrays confirms that the larger the diameter, the
lower the yield. In fact, if we define as ‘hot’ those
SPADs with a DCR higher than the average value of the

best (i.e. those with lower DCR), the 30 μm devices
show less than 5% hot pixels, whereas the 100 μm array
has almost 30% of hot ones. Anyway note that in our
case ‘hot’ refers always to devices with DCR lower than
100 kcps, while CMOS SPADs reported in literature
often show hot devices with DCR higher than 106 cps,
which must then be permanently switched off by in-pixel
electronics in order not to impair the overall array
operation.

3.5. Afterpulsing

Another source of noise, peculiar to SPADs, is the
afterpulsing. Unlike dark counts, afterpulsing causes a
non-linear distortion of the measured signal, since it is
correlated with the signal itself. It is caused by different

Figure 7. PDE vs. SPAD diameter at 2 V, 4 V, and 6 V excess bias, and at 300 nm, 450 nm (peak), and 850 nm wavelengths. (The
colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 8. Dark counting rate vs. temperature for SPADs with diameter ranging from 10 μm to 500 μm at 4 V and 6 V of excess
bias. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)



local defects in the depletion layer, which capture some
carriers during the avalanche current flow and then
release them after a considerable delay (from nanosec-
onds up to hundreds of nanosecond in silicon). During
the hold-off time the SPAD is kept off, but if the release
occurs when the SPAD voltage is driven above break-
down, the carrier can retrigger an avalanche process, thus
causing a spurious ignition. Therefore afterpulsing is not
just a boost in the DCR, since it is proportional to the

overall counting of photons plus dark counts. By cooling
the detector, the DCR decreases but afterpulsing
increases, since the release time constant becomes longer.
By improving the sensing and quenching electronics, it
is possible to speed up the avalanche detection and to
minimize the charge flow, thus reducing afterpulsing
probability [17].

Afterpulsing can be measured by means of time-cor-
related carrier counting (TCCC) technique [26], based on
the collection into a histogram of the time intervals
between two successive avalanche ignitions. The theoret-
ical histogram with no afterpulsing (i.e. a simple expo-
nential decay) is subtracted to the experimental
histogram, in order to highlight just the effect of after-
pulses. The afterpulsing probability is computed as the
integral sum of the obtained histogram divided by the
number of valid events in the experimental histogram
(Figure 11).

We measured the afterpulsing probability at room
temperature by means of a multichannel analyzer (Varro
16k, by Silena), at different hold-off durations (from
20 ns to 150 ns) and different excess bias (4 V, 5 V, 6 V).
Results are shown in Figure 12. As expected, afterpuls-
ing probability increases with shorter hold-off time
(because carrier release becomes more effective in trig-
gering a spurious ignition), higher excess bias and larger
SPAD area (because more carriers get trapped due to the
higher number of carriers flowing during each avalanche
process). SPADs with small diameter (≤50 μm) have
almost identical trends of afterpulsing probability vs.
Tholf-off, and afterpulsing becomes negligible (probability
<1%) at hold-off durations shorter than 40 ns. This result
is excellent, taking into consideration the large diameter
compared to all other CMOS SPADs so far reported in
literature. Furthermore, even if ‘no afterpulsing’ SPADs
are sometimes claimed in literature, those measurements
are often not correct, since they are often based on corre-
lation function with minimum time slot of 80 ns or
longer, thus hiding any actual afterpulsing present with
shorter time decays.

The good afterpulsing performance we achieved is
due to both the high cleanness of the CMOS processing
employed in the Fraunhofer IMS foundry and the fast
mixed passive-active quenching performed by the front-
end circuit shown in Figure 2 (see [21]). Large-area
SPADs have higher afterpulsing probability, because of
the larger parasitic capacitance at the sensing (anode)
node that delays the intervention of the quenching
circuit. Nevertheless the afterpulsing probability is quite
low (lower than 1% with 150 ns hold-off for 500 μm
SPAD) even compared with other 0.35 μm CMOS
SPADs with much smaller area [27–29], which require
Thold-off longer than 500 ns to reach less than 1%
afterpulsing probability.

Figure 9. DCR vs. SPAD diameter at room temperature and
4 V, 5 V, and 6 V of excess bias. The quadratic fitting shows
that the small-area SPADs have a quadratic trend with diameter,
while large ones show a more than quadratic trend. (The colour
version of this figure is included in the online version of the
journal.)

Figure 10. Cumulative distribution function of DCR for two
arrays of 2048 pixels (30 μm diameter) and 512 pixels
(100 μm diameter). Note that larger SPADs show higher DCR
and also higher percentage of ‘hot’ devices. (The colour
version of this figure is included in the online version of the
journal.)



3.6. Timing jitter

The time precision, or photon-timing jitter, is the SPAD
quality in the identification of the photon arrival time.
Usually it is measured in terms of the full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the time distribution of arrival
times to a repetitive collection of fast laser pulses. In
order to achieve excellent timing performance (i.e. jitter
of few tens of picosecond), it is mandatory to perform a

low threshold sensing of the avalanche current [21].
Nevertheless, the intrinsic timing jitter depends on the
SPAD itself, namely its series resistance and spurious
capacitive loadings. High excess bias generally improves
timing performance because the avalanche current is
proportionally more intense and the triggering is more
precisely detected by the sensing electronics [16],[17].
Moreover, besides the Gaussian distribution of arrival

Figure 11. Experimental histogram in blue, compared to the theoretical histogram in red. The afterpulsing probability corresponds to
the integral sum of the difference between the two histograms (area in yellow), normalized to the total number of the events in the
experimental histogram. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 12. Afterpulsing probability vs. hold-off duration at room temperature with 4 V, 5 V, and 6 V of excess bias. For small-area
SPADs the afterpulsing probability is negligible (<1%) with a hold-off time longer than 40 ns, while large SPADs require at least
Thold-off = 100 ns. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)



time, which is caused by the avalanche build-up
statistics, SPADs usually show also an exponential tail in
their timing response, due to photons absorbed in the
neutral region that slowly diffuse into the avalanche
region [16],[17].

Both FWHM precision and diffusion tail’s time con-
stant can be measured by means of the time-correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC) technique [30], which
collects the histogram of the time delays between repeti-
tive sharp laser pulses shone to the SPAD and its trigger-
ing. Since the SPADs require a hold-off time after each
avalanche ignition and also since standard timing boards
can measure only one time interval for each laser fire,
less than one photon must be detected by the SPAD for
each laser pulse in order to reconstruct the timing
waveform without distortion [30].

Photon timing responses were characterized in differ-
ent conditions, by means of TCSPC technique, though
the SPC-130 timing board by Becker & Hickl. First of
all, we tested the entire ensemble of SPAD and
integrated quenching circuit at three different wave-
lengths (λ = 390 nm, 520 nm, and 780 nm), by using
high repetition rate (80 MHz) mode-locked lasers (Menlo
Systems, TC-1550), because different excitation wave-
lengths cause different time responses of the SPAD. The
whole system had an overall jitter of 19 ps. The timing
responses for all the SPADs at λ = 520 nm and VEX = 6 V
are shown in Figure 13, whereas Figure 14 reports
the FWHM vs. SPAD diameter at 5 V of VEX and
λ = 390 nm, 520 nm, and 780 nm.

For SPADs with small dimension (<50 μm diameter)
the FWHM is better than 120 ps and as low as 56 ps in the

best conditions (10 μm diameter, λ = 780 nm, VEX = 6 V).
The diffusion tail is almost negligible (always shorter than
100 ps). Overall, the timing resolution is not as good as
custom SPADs [25], but it is comparable to other CMOS
SPADs [27].

Large-area SPADs exhibit a much wider timing.
Reasons could be manifold: the avalanche build-up has
wider statistical or systematic spread; avalanches ignited
by photons absorbed in different radial positions are
sensed by the electronics with different time delays due
to the avalanche propagation and also the time dependent
variable voltage fluctuation through the radial extension

Figure 13. Photon timing responses at λ = 520 nm of SPADs with different diameters, operated by on-chip integrated quenching
circuits at 6 V excess bias. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 14. Photon timing jitter vs. SPAD diameter at 390 nm,
520 nm, and 780 nm, at 5 V excess bias. (The colour version
of this figure is included in the online version of the journal.)



of the well; the integrated quenching circuit is driven by
a very faint signal (since the avalanche current has to
charge very large stray capacitances).

In order to investigate the timing spread due to
photon absorption in different position over the active
area, we performed a set of measurements focusing a
laser beam (Antel Optronics PS-820F pulsed laser with
10 ps FWHM) in a diffraction limited spot with a 50×
objective. By scanning the SPAD from the center to the
periphery, we measured point by point the FWHM of the
timing response (Figure 15) and the absolute time delay
of the peak in the timing response. We noticed that for
small SPADs both the FWHM and the maximum of the

time response are constant for all spot positions and
timing jitter is almost identical to the one measured with
un-focused light. Instead, for large SPADs, the FWHM
improves when moving away from the center and the
time delay corresponding to the maximum of the
response gets shorter when the avalanche is triggered in
the periphery, as we can see in Figure 16. This behavior
is well visible in the 500 μm SPAD, whose FWHM
when focused in the center is 4.2 ns while it shrinks to
1.6 ns in the periphery; and also the peak of the response
in the periphery has 5 ns in advance.

These remarks highlight that the cause of the worsen-
ing of photon timing jitter in large SPADs could be due to

Figure 15. Photon timing response vs. radial position of illumination spot (expressed in % of the radius). (The colour version of this
figure is included in the online version of the journal.)

Figure 16. Photon timing response of a 500 μm SPAD at different radial positions of the illumination spot (ρ) from 0 μm (center)
to 250 μm (periphery). Curves have been normalized to the same peak. (The colour version of this figure is included in the online
version of the journal.)



the high series resistance caused by depleted region (see
Figure 1), especially when photons are absorbed in the
center of the active area. In fact in CMOS technology,
usually the SPAD active junction is fabricated within an
n-well, in order to preserve the isolation between the
detector and the surrounding electronics. In this case, the
bias between n-well and p-substrate strongly influences
the timing performance: in fact, if the cathode-substrate
junction is strongly reverse-biased the neutral region is
reduced with the effect of increasing the series resistance
of the device, thus worsening the FWHM value. On the
other hand a thinner neutral region results in a lower num-
ber of photons absorbed in this region and so a reduced
diffusion tail.

In order to prove such hypotheses, we measured the
timing response with an external off-chip quenching cir-
cuit (inset of Figure 17), in order to be able to bias the
substrate at different voltages compared to the n-well,
representing the SPAD’s cathode. Indeed, the voltage
across p-substrate and n-well cathode modulates the
width of the depleted region, hence the neutral region
path through the n-well, thus changing the value of the
series resistance. The anode is biased at a constant nega-
tive voltage (VA = −VBD = −26.5 V), the substrate is
biased at a variable voltage from 0 V to −30 V and the
quenching circuit biases the cathode (VC) at VEX, senses
the avalanches and quenches the detector lowering VC to
0V. The most similar condition to the previous cases,
when the SPAD was quenched by the integrated quench-
ing circuit, is the one with Vbulk = −30 V, since the

cathode–substrate junction is reversely biased at about
30 V. In Figure 17 we observe that by increasing the
cathode-substrate reverse bias the FWHM becomes wider
whereas the diffusion tail time constant becomes shorter.
This fact confirms that, by reverse biasing the cathode-
substrate junction, the neutral region becomes thinner
and consequently the number of photons absorbed in this
region decreases (thus a shorter diffusion tail), but also
the avalanche current becomes fainter with a consequent
worsening of the timing jitter.

Figure 17. Photon timing responses of a 100 μm SPAD at λ = 850 nm, at different substrate voltage form 0 V (same voltage as the
cathode) and −30 V (same voltage as the anode). Curves have been normalized to the same peak. For each curve the substrate
voltage and the resulting FWHM are indicated. The inset shows the SPAD and external active quenching circuit. VEX is the excess
bias at which the SPAD is biased and VBD is the breakdown voltage (that is about 26.5 V for the SPADs considered in this work).
The bulk voltage can be modified through a pad connect to the p-sub of the wafer. (The colour version of this figure is included in
the online version of the journal.)

Figure 18. Crosstalk probability between 50 μm SPADs
placed at different distances. (The colour version of this figure
is included in the online version of the journal.)



In conclusion, in order to obtain good timing perfor-
mance with large-area SPADs, the substrate should be
biased at about the same voltage of the cathode. To do
that an external quenching circuit should be used
because integrating electronics with SPADs forces to
connect the bulk of the wafer (that is also the bulk of
the SPAD) to ground. On the other hand SPADs with
diameters smaller than 100 μm present not such a prob-
lem in photon timing applications, and can be effectively
operated by in-pixel quenching circuits.

3.7. Crosstalk

When a silicon p–n junction operates in avalanche
regime it emits photons due to hot-carrier [31]. In a
monolithic detector array, photons emitted from a SPAD
can trigger an avalanche into another detector, thus caus-
ing optical crosstalk between array pixels. Crosstalk can
also have an electrical nature, due to unwanted couplings
between neighboring pixels or quenching and sensing
circuits. Crosstalk measurements can be performed
exploiting a setup similar to that used in afterpulsing
measurement based on TCCC. The pulse from an ‘emit-
ting’ SPAD feeds the START of the timing board while
the pulse from the ‘detecting’ SPAD provides the STOP
and the time intervals between two successive START
and STOP signals are collected in a histogram. If no
crosstalk is present, the distribution of time delay should
be an exponential, since the probability to detect photons
is constant in time, but only the first detected photon is

considered in the time intervals histogram. Otherwise,
with the presence of crosstalk, the repetitive collection of
the measurements produces a shape resembling the
avalanche current waveform through the SPAD. Subtract-
ing the ideal exponential without crosstalk to the
measured time intervals histogram the remaining area is
proportional to the total crosstalk probability.

The crosstalk between adjacent 50 μm SPADs has
been tested with a Multichannel Analyzer (Varro 16k, by
Silena) placed at 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm, and 400 μm
distance. Figure 18 shows that even for the closest
SPADs at 100 μm distance, the crosstalk is negligible
(less than 0.1%) thus making these SPADs suitable for
large detector arrays. Such crosstalk probability is
comparable with data reported for other 0.35 μm CMOS
SPADs with 20 μm diameter [32].

4. Conclusions

We have reported the characterization of novel large
SPADs fabricated in CMOS technology, which represent
the new state-of-art for SPADs. SPADs with 10 μm,
20 μm, 30 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm, 200 μm, and 500 μm
diameters have been designed, fabricated, and character-
ized. This is the first time in the literature that CMOS
SPADs with diameters larger than 50 μm have been
reported. The performances in terms of DCR, afterpuls-
ing, and crosstalk are comparable to those of the best in
class custom SPADs. The PDE, lower than the one
achievable by custom SPADs in the NIR, still outper-

Table 1. Performances of the SPADs presented in this work, at 6 V excess bias.

10 μm 20 μm 30 μm 50 μm 100 μm 200 μm 500 μm unit

Peak PDE 45 48 53 54 56 57 54 %
DCR (T = 25°C) 5 21 39 154 2,373 22,821 101,987 cps
Thold-off (afterpulsing < 1%) 20 40 60 60 100 150 150 ns
FWHM with integrated QC (λ = 780 nm) 56 80 76 82 290 608 4470 ps
FWHMwith external AQC (λ = 850 nm) 92 ps
εU

* 4.5 5.9 6.4 7.5 7.9 8.0 8.1 %
Crosstalk (100 μm distance) 0.05 %

*The uniformity error has been computed with Equation (1).

Table 2. Comparison of the performances of the SPADs presented in this work (30 μm diameter) and the state-of-the-art SPAD in
both custom and CMOS (0.35 μm, 0.12 μm, and 90 nm) technologies. For each peak PDE value the corresponding wavelength is
reported in brackets. The afterpulsing probability (AP) achieved with the given hold-off time is also reported in brackets.

PDE (%)

DCR/area (cps/μm2) Thold-off (ns) Timing FWHM (ps) Diameter (μm)Peak 850 nm

this work 53 (450 nm) 4.5 0.055 40 (AP < 1%) 85 10 20 30 50 100 200 500
[11] 60 (650 nm) 29 0.051 n.a. 93 50
[33] 42 (450 nm) 4.5 3.979 600 (AP < 1%) 39 20
[18] 28 (500 nm) 6 0.249 100 (AP < 0.02%) 200 8
[19] 44 (690 nm) 21 3.466 15 (AP < 0.375%) 52 6.4



form the other CMOS SPADs presented in the literature.
Although the timing response of large-area SPADs is
quite poor when operated by the on-chip integrated
quenching circuit, it can be definitely improved by
means of an external quenching circuit that leaves the
chance to properly bias the substrate at the same voltage
of the cathode, instead of pinching the n-well almost off.
The electric field is uniform within the entire active area,
with a non-uniformity lower than 10% in all the SPADs.

Table 1 summarizes the performances of all charac-
terized SPADs, whereas Table 2 compares the perfor-
mances of the SPADs presented in this work with other
state-of-art devices, fabricated either in custom technol-
ogy [11], 0.35 μm CMOS technology [33], or scaled
[18],[19] CMOS technologies.

The large-area SPADs can be used stand-alone, in
applications that require single pixel acquisitions and
large active area in order to collect as much photon as
possible of a very faint optical signal. For instance, in
time domain photon migration experiments higher collec-
tion efficiency allows to investigate deeper regions in the
tissue under analysis [34]. SPADs with smaller area
(<200 μm) can be used in high performing arrays,
together with counting or timing digital electronics [35],
where the ultimate goal is high photon detection perfor-
mance. If instead extreme pixel density and pixel count
are a must, other more scaled technology should be
investigated, probably at the expenses of poorer overall
performances.
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